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Abstract. Information Security is a crucial aspect for organizations, and must
be considered during the development of Information Systems. The data in
Data Warehouses (DWs) are highly sensitive since they manage historical
information which is used to make strategic decisions, and security constraints
should therefore be included in DW modelling within its structural aspects.
However, another dynamic security component is also related to the sequences
of OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) operations, and could be used to
access (or infer) unauthorized information. This paper complements the
modelling of DWs with state models, which permit the modelling of these
dynamic situations in which sensitive information could be inferred. That is, it
models queries that include security issues, and controls that their evolution
through the application of OLAP operations always leads to authorized states.
Finally, our proposal has been applied to a healthcare case study in which a DW
manages admissions information with various security constraints.
Keywords: Data Warehouses, OLAP, Users Behaviour, Query Evolution, State
Models, Security, Inference, Healthcare.

1 Introduction
DWs organize enterprises’ historical information, which originates in heterogeneous
data sources, for the decision-making process. It is widely accepted that the
information in DWs is organized on the basis of multidimensional modelling in which
facts represent the interesting measures of a business process to be analyzed (e.g.
“sales”, “deliveries”, etc.) and related dimensions classify this information by the
subjects that represent the context in which a fact is analysed (e.g. “product”,
“customer”, “time”, etc.) [1, 2].

Information security is a critical aspect which must be considered during the entire
Information Systems development process [3-8]. Security requirements can therefore
be identified from the early stages of the development process and taken into
consideration in design decisions, thus ensuring their perfect fit in a better quality
solution.
Since DWs manage highly sensitive information which supports the decision
making process and which also usually includes personal data protected by legal
regulations, security and privacy are absolutely vital and should be considered in all
layers and operations of the DW from the beginning, as strong requirements to their
final implementation in DBMS (Data Bases Management Systems) or OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing) tools [9].
Several proposals for DW modelling through a consideration of their specific
structural characteristics (facts, dimensions, bases, hierarchies, etc.) exist, but only
some of them include security aspects in their modelling [10-12]. However, these
contributions deal with the security problem in a static manner in which a set of
security constraints basically establish what information will be shown to or hidden
from the user, depending on his/her security profile.
Our previous work has been focused on the static modelling of DWs by defining
several models that have been improved with security capabilities. This has been
aligned with a model driven architecture, thus permitting modelling at the business
(CIM), conceptual (PIM) and logical (PSM) levels, and the automatic generation of
final implementation into DBMS or OLAP tools by applying transformation rules.
Our complete proposal was applied in a healthcare case study in which the
“admissions” to a hospital were analyzed by studying patients and diagnosis, and
considering several security constraints defined over sensitive information [11, 1317].
Nevertheless, DW confidentiality could also be compromised by sequences of
OLAP operations (such us drill-down or roll-up) which could be carried out by a
malicious user in order to access or to infer unauthorized information, and these
security constraints cannot be defined in a static model because they depend on the
evolution of the queries.
Since the modelling of all possible queries is not financially viable, our proposal is
focused on sensitive queries (sensitive joints of information) and their evolution. In a
first stage, sensitive queries are detected and included in the static model by using a
new kind of security rule called a “Joint Rule” which specifies the security privileges
needed to combine this information.
In a second stage, the sensitive queries are then modelled by using state models.
Possible evolutions of the query are represented as states which are reached by
applying certain OLAP operations. The designer establishes security constraints to
decide which states can be reached and what information should be shown or hidden
depending on the user’s security privileges and the previously visited states, thus
avoiding the discovery of unauthorized information.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our proposal for the
modelling of secure OLAP systems by focusing on the secure modelling of OLAP
users’ behaviour through the use of state diagrams; Section 3 provides a case study;
and finally, Section 4 shows our conclusions and future work.

2 Secure Modelling of OLAP Systems
Figure 1 shows an overview of our proposal to model secure OLAP systems. In a first
stage, DW static aspects are modelled by using a UML profile [18]. Sensitive queries
and their evolution through the application of OLAP operations are then modelled by
using state models which fulfil the static model. And finally, the user’s session is also
controlled in order to avoid inferences between different queries.

Figure 1. Security Modelling Proposal for OLAP Systems

2.1 Static Modelling
A UML profile which is specifically created for DWs [18] allows the DW to be
modelled at a conceptual abstraction level. On the one hand, structural aspects can be
defined (such as fact, dimension and base classes, measures, attributes, hierarchies,
etc.) and on the other hand, it is complemented with security constraints by using an
Access Control and Audit (ACA) model [15]. This ACA model uses a classification
consisting of three points of view: security levels (the users’ clearance level),
compartments (horizontal classification) and roles (hierarchical structure). It also
permits security information (security levels, compartments and roles) to be
associated for each element in the model (fact, dimension, etc.), and provides a set of
security rules with which to define sensitive information, authorizations and auditing
information.
Sensitive information assignment rules (SIAR) and authorization rules (AUR) are
responsible for hiding certain information depending on the security profile (security
level, compartment and role) of the user who attempts to access it.
 These rules are solved in design time, that is, the elements (facts, dimensions,
bases, attributes, etc.) that have to be hidden in each user profile are already
known. For instance, the “Diagnosis” dimension will be hidden from users
with a security level that is lower than “Secret” (see Figure 3).
 In other situations, these rules are more complex and include conditions which
have to be evaluated in execution time in order to hide the instances which do
not satisfy them. For example, instances of “Diagnosis” with a health area
attribute that is equal to “oncology” will require a security level of “Top
Secret” (Figure 3).

Nevertheless, although the security privileges needed to access each element
separately (e.g. each dimension) have been defined in the static model, the
combination of several information elements is usually more sensitive than when they
are accessed separately and an additional specification is required for these more
restrictive security privileges (for example, in order to access “Patients” in relation to
their “Diagnosis”).
This paper includes a new kind of security rules, denominated as Joint Rules, to
establish the security privileges needed to access certain combinations of information.
Joint Rules (JR) are associated with a fact class in the model, and must be defined
according to the grammar shown in Table 1. This kind of rules is composed of several
fields: a set of involved dimensions, which are represented by the keyword
“DIMENSIONS”, followed by a list of dimension class names and the specification
of the security privileges needed to access different combinations of multidimensional
objects. This is defined by using the keyword “IF” followed by a list of
multidimensional objects (the dimension or base classes which represent different
aggregation levels), the keyword “THEN” and the security information required,
which is composed of security levels, roles and compartments. An example of a joint
rule called “JR_DiagnosisPatient” is shown in the following section (Figure 3).
JR := INVDIMENSIONS DEFLEVEL+
INVDIMENSIONS := “DIMENSIONS“ SDimensionClassName+
DEFLEVEL := “IF (” OBJECT+ “) THEN” SECINF
OBJECT := SDimensionClassName | SBaseClassName
SECINF := SLEVEL? SROLES? SCOMPARTMENTS?
SLEVEL := “SL=” securityLevel
SROLES := “SR=” userRole+
SCOMPARTMENTS := “SC=” userCompartment+
Table 1. JR Syntax

2.2 Dynamic Modelling
In this section, dynamic models (state models) are proposed in order to enrich the
aforementioned static models by including security aspects which are related to
queries and their evolution through the application of OLAP operations and cannot,
therefore, be modelled in a static manner.
Queries involve the combination of several dimensions at certain granularity
levels, and this combination tends to be more sensitive than the separate accessing of
data. These sensitive combinations are detected and modelled in the static model by
using the new kind of security rules - joint rules - proposed in this paper, but their
evolution through the application of OLAP operations should also be considered in
order to ensure that confidentiality is not compromised. Thus, once sensitive queries
have been specified by using joint rules, there is a dynamic modelling stage in which
each sensitive query is modelled by using an extension of state models for secure
OLAP systems.

Figure 2 shows an overview of our modelling proposal. States represent evolutions
of a query obtained after applying certain OLAP operations that change the
aggregation level (drill down and roll up).
Each state defines which pieces of information will be provided to the user. Firstly,
when a state is reached, an entry action executes a slice operation with a set of
restrictions which hide the unauthorized information. A dice operation then selects the
multidimensional elements (measures, dimensions, bases, etc.) and members which
should be shown according to the user’s privileges.
The actions which can be achieved by users to allow them to navigate towards the
hierarchies involved (drill down and roll up operations) establish connections between
states and define the security guard conditions (security privileges) needed to reach
them. For instance, the example shown in Figure 2 considers a hierarchy “A-B”. If a
user in “State 1” wants to show “B”, that a user’s security privileges will be checked
(“securityGuard”), and if they are satisfied, a drill down operation will be achieved.
“State 2” is then reached and the specified slice and dice operations are carried out.

Figure 2. Secure state model overview

The starting point of the diagram leads to the less sensitive state that defines a
query involving the dimensions specified in the joint rule grouped by the less
restrictive aggregation level. Since the user can finish his/her session in any time, a
specific end point has not been established.
In this approach, the combination of several multidimensional elements in a certain
aggregation level signifies that it is necessary to create several states with different
visibility privileges. These states are created by considering: (1) the security rules
defined in the static model, including the new kind of security rules (joint rules); and
(2) the designer’s decisions which, according to the previously visited states, establish
what information should be shown to guarantee confidentiality.
Expression
x.AllMembers
x.VisibleMembers

Description
shows all the instances of a dimension or base “x”
after applying the specified visibility restrictions (slices), only
shows the visible instances of a dimension or base “x”
x.NonEmptyMembers
after applying the specified visibility restrictions (slices), only
shows the instances of a dimension or base “x” which contain
data since, in some situations, showing empty members could
be used to infer information
Null
hides all the instances
Table 2. MDX security expressions defined

The designer defines the slices and dices for each state by using multidimensional
expressions (MDX). For instance, a condition with which to hide oncology diagnosis
included in a SIAR can be expressed in a slice operation as

“diagnosis.healthArea<>”oncology””. There are some interesting expressions for the
security point of view which allow certain dimension members to be shown: all
members, visible members, non-empty members or none of them. Some of them can
be easily expressed in MDX, such as all members (“.allMembers”), but others, such
as non-empty members, require more complex expressions. Since the use of these
expressions will be very usual in the secure dynamic modelling, we have defined a set
of them (see Table 2).
2.3 Session Control
In the previous stages, the security rules solved in design time and in execution time
(evaluating conditions) have been defined in the static models, and sensitive
combinations of information have also been detected (by using joint rules) and
modelled (by using state models) in order to control the evolution of queries by
applying OLAP operations.
Since users could achieve a sequence of different queries, users’ sessions should
also be controlled in order to detect the possibility of an information inference. For
example, although the combination of “Patients” and “Diagnosis” was established as
being sensitive, an attacker could query “Patients” with “Time” and then “Diagnosis”
with “Time”, and thus infer unauthorized information by crossing data. This problem
could be modelled by using this proposal, i.e., by using additional joint rules and
static models, but we believe that it is of greater interest to control inferences by
analyzing users’ sessions.
Each session is composed of several events which are different queries:
Sessionn = <e1, e2,… en>
This session control stage checks each event and uses a stack to store the
multidimensional elements which have been shown. It then uses the joint rules
defined in the static model to discover what the sensitive combinations (sensitive
joints) are, and analyses the stack to find the possibility of an inference.
The administrator is informed if the possibility of an inference has been detected
and he/she decides what is the best action to take: to introduce noise in the data; to
deny certain queries; to reduce the privileges of certain users; etc.

3 Case Study
In previous works, our secure data warehouses modelling proposal was applied in a
healthcare case study by using static models in which both the structural and security
aspects of data warehouses could be defined [11, 13-17]. The secure state models
presented in this paper complement our proposal by dealing with the dynamic security
problems that could not be modelled with a static approach. This case study shows
how our dynamic proposal is applied to a healthcare system for a DW that analyzes

hospital admissions, and manages information concerning diagnosis, patients and
time.
Firstly, Figure 3 shows the conceptual model for our case study, defined by using
the UML profile presented in [18]. This example includes a secure fact class
“Admission” with two measures: “type” and “cost”. Admissions are classified by
using three dimension classes: “Diagnosis”, “Patient” and “Time”, which are related
to several base classes, thus creating three classification hierarchies with different
aggregation levels (“Diagnosis-DiagnosisGroup”, “Patient-City” and “Time-MonthYear”).
The security configuration used is a sequence of security levels (Top Secret “TS”,
Secret “S”, Confidential “C” and Undefined “U”) and a hierarchy of security roles (a
root role Employee “E” which has two sub-roles: Health “H” and Admin “A”).

Figure 3. Conceptual model

Various sensitive information assignment rules (SIAR) have also been defined.
Some of these are directly represented by using stereotypes, such as the “Diagnosis”
dimension, which uses the stereotype “SL=C” to establish the security level necessary
to access the information.
On the other hand, a more complex SIAR called “SIAR_DiagOncology” assigns a
higher security level (“Secret”) to “Diagnosis” if the health area is oncology. This has
been defined by using an OCL expression in a note associated with the “Diagnosis”
dimension class.
An example of the new kind of security rule proposed in this paper, Joint Rule
(JR), has been also defined. The rule “JR_DiagnosisPatient” indicates that the
querying of the “Diagnosis” and “Patient” dimensions together is more sensitive and
requires more restrictive security privileges. Since there are different aggregation

levels in the hierarchies involved, the security privileges needed for each sensitive
combination are specified separately in the rule. In this example, the combination of
“Diagnosis” and “Patient” levels requires a “Top Secret” security level, whereas the
combination of “DiagnosisGroup” and “Patient” levels requires “Secret”.
Although security constraints have been considered in the design of the static
model, if this model is not complemented with dynamic models, confidentiality could
be compromised when users launch a query and apply a sequence of OLAP
operations. For instance, a user could query “cost” information relating cities (“City”
base class) with diagnosis groups (“DiagGroup” base class) and obtain a sum of costs.
He/she could then apply a drill down operation over the diagnosis groups and obtain a
different sum of costs because his/her security privileges do not allow all the data to
be shown. In this example this user could infer inference by subtracting data.
The secure state diagrams proposed model a specific sensitive query (a sensitive
joint of information) and control its evolution by establishing what information will
be provided depending on the user’s privileges and his/her previous history of actions.
In this example, a joint rule called “JR_DiagPatient” indicates that the combinations
of “Diagnosis” and “Patient” dimensions are more sensitive and should be modelled
with an additional state diagram in order to avoid further information inferences.
Figure 4 shows a state model proposed to control the evolution of queries that
combine “Patient” and “Diagnosis” dimensions (or their base classes). Users who
wish to query these two dimensions together will always begin by observing the less
restrictive state that combines the lower levels of both hierarchies (“DiagGroup” and
“City”). They can then query more specific information by applying drill down
operations, and they will be able to move to different states depending on the security
constraints defined in the static model, the states previously visited and the security
decisions made by the designer. In order to decrease the complexity of the model for a
better understanding, roll up operations relating states from the most restrictive state
(“DiagnosisPatient-FullAccess”) towards the less restrictive state (“DiagGroupCity”)
have not been included.
For example, users who are shown the starting state “DiagGroupCity” might wish
to view information concerning diagnosis by achieving a drill down operation over
“DiagGroup”. In this case, three different states have been defined in order to lead
each kind of user towards a secure state in which confidentiality is not compromised:
 Users with a security level of “Top Secret” go to the “DiagnosisCityFullAccess” state which provides them full access to the queried information.
 Users with a “Secret” security level go to “DiagnosisCity-HidingValues”
which applies a slice restricting values from the “oncology” diagnosis (this
constraint was defined in the static model as an SIAR) and then execute a dice
operation showing all diagnosis members and only the non empty city
members.
 Finally, users with a lower security level (“Confidential” or “Undefined”) go
to a “DiagnosisCity-ShowingCities” state in which the same slice is applied
but in this case, the designer has decided to hide the diagnosis and only show
visible city members. Although these users can access city information (a
security level of “U” is required), if the designer decides to show all the city
members, users could infer information from empty cities which might appear
because all their patients have an “oncology” diagnosis.

Figure 4. Secure state model for Diagnosis/Patient

The users are then split according to their security privileges and they are now
shown diagnosis related to cities through the application of different restrictions
depending on their privileges and the designer’s decisions.
The users might then wish to carry out another drill down operation over cities in
order to see “Diagnosis” and “Patients” combined. The same procedure will be used
to move them to different states with different constraints. For example, users in the
“DiagnosisCity-ShowingCities” state will be split into two groups: users with
“Undefined” and “Confidential” security levels. This is a designer’s decision in which
he/she considers that users with an “Undefined” security level should not be able to
access information about patients (in the static model “Patient” requires a security
level of “C”) in the same state. However, users with a “Confidential” security level
should be able to see this information and can access the “DiagnosisPatientShowingPatients” state. As the model shows, a designer has established some
visibility constraints in this state in order to avoid inferences. The designer has hidden
information about diagnosis and only shows the members of “Patient” which are not
empty.
At the beginning of a query evolution, the majority of the generated states
correspond with a division of the security privileges according to the security rules
defined in the static model, and the designer only makes certain visibility decisions.
However, once users have visited several states and thus have more information, the
designer’s role takes on more importance. The designer knows each possibility of
query evolution and can define different security constraints depending on the states
visited.
This example shows how a user with a security level of “Secret” who wishes to
query a diagnosis related to patients could reach two different states depending on the
states previously visited: “DiagnosisPatient-HiddingValues” and “DiagnosisPatientShowingPatients” (these states have been coloured on orange in the diagram). Both
states apply a slice that hides the “oncology” diagnosis and only show non-empty
“Patients” members, but the designer has decided that the state first mentioned should
also show the members of visible diagnosis and the second mentioned state hides this
information.
Finally, this state model shows how the joint rule defined in the static model has
been specified by creating the “DiagnosisPatient-FullAccess” state, which is the most
restrictive and can only be accessed by users with a “TS” security level, and several
states which restrict certain information according to user privileges and their history
of actions. The other constraint which is present in the joint rule that defines a
security level of “S” to combine diagnosis groups and patients has also been
considered in the state model. In this case, “TS” users go to a full information access
state and “S” users go to the “DiagGroupPatient-HiddingValues” state, which shows
this combination by applying certain restrictions (slides). On the other hand, the
designer has decided that “C” and “U” users should be have access to different
information for this combination, and two different states have therefore been created
which only show patients to “C” users and only show diagnosis groups to “U” users.

4 Conclusions
Information security is a crucial requirement which must be taken into account in the
development of DWs. Some proposals model DWs at different abstraction levels by
including security issues but they use only static models and do not consider query
evolution modelling. Although static security measures have been defined, an attacker
could achieve a sequence of OLAP operations which would provide him/her with
unauthorized information.
In this paper, a new kind of security rules (joint rules) has been added to our static
modelling proposal in order to define sensitive combinations of information and the
security privileges needed to query this information.
This approach also fulfils static models with a secure dynamic modelling. State
models have been proposed in which the use of several states defines what
information has to be provided in each case, by considering aspects that it is
impossible to model in a static manner, such as the information that has been shown
by the user (previously visited states).
Our future work is focused on the improvement of the session control to include an
automatic detection of possible inferences and to recommend actions to the
administrator.
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